Social issues are generally discussed by highly-involved and less-involved people to build social norms defining what has to be thought and done about them. As self-involved agents share different attitude dynamics to other agents [46], we study the emergence and evolution of norms through an individual-based model involving these two types of agents. The dynamics of self-involved agents is drawn from [20] , and the dynamics of others, from [9] . The attitude of an agent is represented as a segment on a continuous attitudinal space. Two agents are close if their attitude segments share sufficient overlap. Our agents discuss two different issues, one of which, called main issue, is more important for the self-involved agents than the other, called secondary issue. Self-involved agents are attracted on both issues if they are close on main issue, but shift away from their peers opinion if they are only close on secondary issue. Differently, non-self-involved agents are attracted by other agents when they are close on both the main and secondary issues. We observe the emergence of various types of extreme minor clusters. In one or different groups of attitudes, they can lead to an already-built moderate norm or a norm polarized on secondary and/or main issues. They can also push disagreeing agents gathered in different groups to a global moderate consensus.
Introduction
In this paper, we define a norm as simply the behavior or opinion adopted by the majority of a group of people. We are not interested in descriptive norms but more in the injunctive norm emerging from our interactions with others and from the shared do not explain how these initial extremists appear.
These models are in line with social psychology scholarship that assumes attraction to an extreme minority attitude [32] or an extreme minority group [11] [45] [6] is the main driver of polarization. This is also tied to ego-involvement, since social judgment theory [39] from which the bounded confidence models are largely inspired, assumes that level of ego-involvement influences the sensitivity of the agents to persuasion. It argues for an influence that increases and then decreases with the discrepancy between the attitude of influencer and the attitude of the influence. The level of ego-involvement defines the inflexion point of the influence. Greater ego-involvement leads to thicker discrepancy before the inflexion point, and thus lower susceptibility to opinion change.
Another hypothesis to explain norm change can be found in a willingness of agents to differentiate from others or at least some others. This is particularly salient when agents are in deep disagreement on an important issue, typically one that involves their identity, in which case they tend to be willing to differentiate on other, less important issues. Indeed, several studies and theories suggest that polarization is connected with identity issues [4] [40] [42] . The set of experiments presented in [46] suggests that level of self-relevance of the source-group for the agent is a key factor in the rejection mechanism. Indeed, the experiments show that in cases of agreement on a minor issue and disagreement on a highly self-relevant issue (i.e. group membership in the experimentation), a subject tends to shift away from alters position on the minor issue. Moreover, in cases of agreement on a highly self-relevant issue, the subjects tend to be attracted on minor issues whatever the level of preliminary disagreement. [20] proposed an agent-based model inspired by [46] considering a dynamics for highly self-involved agents (considering the degree ego-involvement in an issue as very similar in concept to the self-relevance of an issue). The authors consider peer interactions in which two agents influence each other on attitudinal dimensions, assuming that one attitude is important (main) and the other is secondary. On each of the two dimensions (i.e. two attitudes), they suppose that the attitudes can take continuous values between -1 and +1. When the agents are close to each other on the main dimension, they tend to attract each other on the secondary dimension, even if their disagreement is strong. When they disagree on the main dimension and are close on the secondary, then they tend to reject each other on the secondary dimension. The model includes two thresholds: the u m threshold on the main dimension, and the u s threshold on the secondary dimension.
This model leads to approximately 1/u m main opinion clusters, while in the classical bounded confidence model, this number is approximately 1/u m * 1/u s . The reason for this significant difference is that in the model proposed in [20] the clustering is only driven by the main dimension with its threshold u m ; the number of secondary dimensions does not influence the number of clusters [20] . This makes the number of clusters independent from the number of secondary dimensions, and simplifies the perception of the social space (the smaller number of clusters).
Simulations with this model also show the existence of minor clusters containing a very small number of agents, when the parameter ruling the speed of attraction is sufficiently large (as is the case in the following study). These minor clusters have already been observed in the bounded confidence model. They are located between the main clusters and at the extremes of the opinion space, especially for large values of confidence threshold u leading to one major cluster containing at least 95% of the population [23] [24] . These minor clusters are important in the new model that we describe later in this paper.
[20] also observe a polarization on the secondary dimension due to rejection. This polarization often occurs after a first stage of clustering in a moderate opinion and then they migrate to an extreme attitude. However, this dynamics takes place only when all agents share the main dimension as highly self-relevant, as in the experiments of [46] . Of course, in practice it is unlikely to find a situation where all the agents of a population define themselves through the same salient social issue.
[46] (pp. 1190, 1191) adds that if the participant is not highly negatively selfinvolved in the source-group of the source, he will not change his opinion when he agrees with the source on the secondary issue but not on the main issue. Instead, he decreases the relevance of the source (i.e. the level of importance assigned to the sources group) in a way to not differentiate from it in the future. They add that participants who were relatively indifferent to the group source demonstrated little shift in their attitude judgments (p. 1186). Here, then, and for the sake of simplicity, we assume that some agents are indifferent to their group membership and do not change their opinion if they disagree on only one dimension and that self-relevance, or level of importance given to the main attitude, is constant.
In the following, we consider a mixed population composed of a static set of highly-self-involved agents (called HSI agents) in one main attitude and the complementary set of no-more-important-attitude agents (called non-HSI agents). The dynamics of the HSI type of agents is based on [20] while the dynamics of the non-HSI type is based on a classical 2D bounded confidence model [9] . Our populations of agents have attitudes initially drawn uniformly. We simulate their evolution, for different values of the parameters, in order to compare the behavior of a mixed population to the behavior of pure population of highly involved agents or nonhighly-involved agents. Analysis of the simulation found the emergence of several types of extreme minor clusters. They can lead a population that has converged to a moderate norm in a first stage to an extreme norm on both the minor and fundamental ones. This phenomenon can drive the majority of the population or only some groups of opinions. We also observe that several groups polarized on secondary issues ultimately, after a very long time, adopt a unique moderate norm. Some of these observations are specific to mixed populations. Moreover, a small number of self-involved agents in the population is enough to significantly reduce the number of clusters.
In what follows, we start by giving an overview of the model, then go on to describe more details of the results and explain how they emerge, and finish by summarizing the main results and discussing the interpretations.
The model and experimental design
We consider a population of N individuals, part of them considered highly-selfinvolved in the main dimension while the other part is not. The model includes four parameters: h, the proportion of highly-self-involved people that share very similar dynamics to the people considering group membership as highly self-relevant in [44] , u m and u s , thresholds for opinion change on the main and the secondary dimension, respectively, and µ ruling the intensity of influence at each meeting (comprised between 0 and 0.5). An individual has two attitudes, x m (on the main dimension) and x s (on the secondary dimension), taking real values between -1 and +1. During an iteration, a pair of individuals X and Y is randomly chosen and can influence each other. The algorithm is the following:
• Choose a random couple (X,Y ) of individuals in the population; • X and Y change their attitudes at the same time, according to the influence function corresponding to their status, i.e. the potential influencee is a non-highlyself-involved (non-HSI) agent or a highly-self-involved (HSI) agent.
Influence on a non-highly self-involved agent (non-HSI)
The calculation of the influence of Y on X if X is a non-HSI agent (of course the influence of X on Y if Y is a non-HSI agent is found by inverting X and Y ) is as follows. Let (x m , x s ) and (y m , y s ) be the attitudes of X and Y, respectively. The influence of Y on X is not null if |x m − y m | ≤ u m and |x s − y s | ≤ u s indicating that agent X agrees with Y. Both attitudes of X are going to get closer to those of Y, proportionally to the attitudinal distance on each dimension:
For every other case of partial agreement (only close on one dimension) or total disagreement (far on two dimensions), X remains indifferent to Y and does not change opinion.
Influence on a highly self-involved agent (HSI)
The calculation of the influence of Y on X if X is a HSI agent (of course the influence of X on Y if Y is a HSI is found by inverting X and Y ) is based on [20] as follows. Let (x m , x s ) and (y m , y s ) be the attitudes of X and Y respectively. We first consider the main attitude dimension.
If |x m − y m | ≤ u m , agent X agrees with Y on the main dimension. Both attitudes of X are going to get closer to those of Y, proportionally to the attitudinal distance on each dimension:
Indeed, whatever the agreement level on the secondary dimension is, X is going to be globally closer to Y. If it was already close, it gets closer.
If |x m − y m | > u m , then agent X disagrees with Y on the main dimension, and if |x s − y s | ≤ u s , then agent X feels it is too close to Y on the secondary dimension, because of their disagreement on the main dimension. X solves this conflicting situation by moving away from Y on this dimension. The attitude change is proportional to the distance to reach the rejection threshold:
where sign() is a function returning -1 or 1, each with a probability 0.5. This sets the direction of the opinion change chosen at random when X and Y perfectly agree.
In the other cases, X is not modified by Y. Moreover, we confine the main attitude in the interval [-1, +1]. The secondary attitude can be confined in the interval [-1, +1], or totally unbounded. These two cases allow, in an experimental design considering both, an understanding of the impact of the confinement. The attitude of Y is calculated in the same way, considering the situation of the meeting with X and if Y is HSI.
Experimental design and the measured indicators
We run the model, for different values of the parameters, in order to compare the behavior of a mixed population to the known behaviors of a pure population of HSI or non-HSI agents. We vary the following parameters considering 10 replicates for each set of values and 10,000 agents. Using 10 replications is sufficient for our study, since there is little variation in outcome measures between runs: the average standard deviation of our main indicator, i.e. the average absolute opinion of the population varying between 0 and 1, is 0.06. u m and u s vary from 0.05 to 1 in increments of 0.05. Most of the study is done using h equal to 0.1. However, we also vary h to show that the emerging patterns are sensitive to this parameter for what is observed on the secondary attitude dimension. For a same set of parameter values, we consider two cases for the purpose of comparison: (1) on the secondary dimension, the opinion is confined between [-1;+1]; (2) it is not confined, nor on the main, neither on the secondary dimension. However, this is only during the simulation, since in both cases the initial distribution is confined in [-1;+1].
While the basic study is done with 10,000 agents, the figures representing one population state in what follows can be built on a population of 25,000 or 5,000 agents ( figures 1 to 4 and 8) . This is only to make the figures easier to read and does not impact the qualitative results observed. The figures giving an overview of the behavior of the model (figures 5, 7, 9 and 10) are built from a population of 10,000 agents.
We arbitrarily stop the exploration of u m and u s at 1 for this first study. Similarly, µ, the parameter ruling the intensity of the influence, remains constant on the two dimensions for every experimental condition, at a value of 0.5.
The second case was studied to prove that the bounds are not responsible for the polarization. Indeed, due to bounds, some clusters of agents unable to adopt an attitude far enough from others might explain why some other clusters polarize and are finally located further than expected. Two indicators are measured during the simulation and then averaged over the replicates in order to define the number of norms we observe as well as how moderate they are. These indicators are:
• the number of clusters (which is classically counted by considering an agent as a member of a cluster if it is located at a distance smaller than a threshold from at least one member of the group considered); each cluster has its own norm, which is the average opinion of its members; • the average absolute opinion on each dimension so as to define how polarized the population is. Polarization is classically defined as an extremization of attitudes after some discussions in a group compared to the attitudes initially held by the in-group people. It is classically measured by the average opinion before and after a discussion. When the average opinion has increased in absolute value, the discussion is assumed to have led to polarization, in a process that is both individual and collective.
The interpretation of the level of moderation of the norm(s) and its evolution from the average absolute opinion depends on the number of clusters. We know this model is ruled in terms of group number by the dynamics of the bounded confidence model. From this model, we are able to define the expected absolute average opinion of the population when it does not polarize. We thus know the evolution has to be interpreted differently when the final number of groups is one and when it is at least two or more:
• when all the agents converge to a unique group, we know that they tend to a moderate central opinion which is 0.5 in our model. Since the agents opinions are initialized at random, the average absolute opinion is valued 0 at the beginning, as the opinion case goes from -1 to +1. Then, for a unique opinion group (a unique norm), a final value of the average absolute opinion higher than 0 indicates a polarization of the norm. If the average absolute opinion is higher than 0.5, this means the population gathered into one moderate group (with an average absolute opinion close to 0) before adopting an extreme norm (this behavior will be illustrated in the following); • when agents are gathered in several groups at the end of the simulation, the initial average absolute opinion is still valued 0.5 but the expected moderate final average absolute opinion varies from 0.4 to 0.5 depending on whether the number of clusters is odd or even, respectively. Then we can diagnose the level of polarization of the groups -and each of their corresponding norms -using these references. This section shows typical trajectories of the model corresponding to the emergence of a first norm which then goes on to change due to the dynamics. These trajectories illustrate the main principles of the model. They have been selected for illustration purposes considering the most frequent steady state of the bounded confidence model: the moderate consensus for which every or almost every agent adopts a moderate opinion. Figure 1 presents the initial state as well as the type of graph used to show the trajectories of the model (on the left). All along the simulation, dots on graphs represent agents opinions: small dots represent the non-HSI agents, and large dots represent the HSI agents. Since the clusters are sufficiently formed, they are also represented in density over the parameter space (on the right). The scale for the density is on the right of the figure. The model can be run online at http://motive.cemagref.fr/lisc/bc/ and thus the trajectories seen in color (the code is also available). All the graphs in this section consider a population with 25,000 agents to make them more readable, and a confined secondary attitude.
The trajectories to understand the global dynamics

4.1.
A moderate consensus on the main dimension polarizes due to a minority effect Figure 2 presents the first unexpected impact of the presence of HIS agents in the population. After an expected convergence, since u m is higher than 0.5, to a moderate consensus among almost all the agents, this consensual group is seen to polarize due to the impact of extreme minorities. The trajectory is mainly ruled by attraction between agents. Due to the high value of u m which implies strong interagent influence, agents quickly gravitate to the center (from step 20 to step 190), and some agents are forgotten by the dynamics on the extreme values of the main dimension (see the histogram representation of the main dimension on the figures). HSI agents gravitate to center quicker than non-HSI agents; they only need to be close to the influencer on the main dimension to converge to the center. Non-HSI agents are slower due to the double constraint for influence (close on the two dimensions), and so they are then the ones forgotten by the dynamics on the extremes. They gather together and constitute the "minor clusters" referred to in the state-of-the-art section. For u s < u m , the initial centralization on the secondary dimension is slower than the centralization on the main dimension (see figures from step 20 to 190). Then, there are less forgotten agents at the extremes on the secondary dimension. Moreover, HSI agents gravitate to center quicker than non-HSI agents (see larger dots in the center compared to small ones around at steps 20 to 80). We observe a second period in the simulation from step 80 to step 190. This is a transitory in-group polarization on the secondary dimension. Almost all the agents are gathered in the central cluster defined by the main dimension. However, regarding the secondary dimension, non-HSI agents, which composed the majority of the central cluster, are gathered in three clusters (see the density distribution on the right of the figures, step 80 and 93). The HSI agents, which are members of this central cluster due to their dynamics, assess the non-HSI agents, which are also members of the central cluster, as being member of their unique cluster also on the secondary dimension. They are then influenced by them, and continuously move from one non-HSI secondary dimension cluster to another. At the same time, they influence in return the non-HSI agents, progressively attracting them to the center, reducing the number of clusters on the secondary dimension to two (see density distribution on the figure at step 150), and finally gathering them into a unique central cluster (step 190) .
In a third period, since everyone is gathered in a unique large centered cluster, a first moderate norm has been built. However, this moderate cluster slowly oscillates in the opinion space due to HSI agents who want to be closer to forgotten agents on the borders since they consider them as members of their own group. This movement leads the larger cluster to a polarization that is only stopped when all forgotten people who are close on the main dimension are gathered in it (see from step 190 to the end). The major cluster, which had been moderate at time 190 and for a long time, has ultimately changed norm by the end to finish with a relatively extreme norm. It is obvious that HSI agents represented by the larger dots are attracted on both dimensions by the extreme corners of non-HSI agents. To sum up, it is the stability of the emerging small corner clusters which is responsible for the polarization of the larger cluster. This stability comes from non-HSI agents which require closeness on both the main and secondary dimensions in order to be influenced. It allows the extreme corners of non-HSI agents to attract the HSI agents previously located in the center. This first type of polarization is entirely due to the attraction process and does not depend on the rejection process. Fig. 3 . Long transitory in-group polarization on the secondary dimension um = 0.7, us = 0.1, h = 0.1, 5000 agents. The clustering process on the secondary dimension is very long when us is small. Then, the agents stay a long time within several clusters on the secondary dimension inside a unique cluster based on the main dimension (see time 1500 and 4000 on the left and the centered graph). However they ultimately form a unique cluster after a very long time (step 96032 on the right). On x-axis, opinion 1 is the main opinion. On y-axis, opinion 2 is the secondary dimension. The attitudes on the secondary dimension are confined in [-1, +1]. More details on how to read figures can be found in the caption to Fig. 1 .
The transitory in-group polarization on the secondary dimension observed during the second period can last for long as shown in figure 3 . It occurs when u s is small (and u m >0.5). It is due to the time required to reach the convergence, which increases when u s decreases. At smaller u s values, the unique central cluster covers almost all the secondary dimension for a long time, composed of various subclusters of non-HSI agents which are joined altogether by moving HSI agents (see Fig. 5 ). At the end, everyone is gathered in the center due to the impact of the HSI agents.
This perfectly describes how HSI increases the level of cohesion of the population compared to a population of non-HSI agents (i.e. compared to the classical bounded confidence model).
4.2.
A moderate consensus on the secondary dimension polarizes due to another minority effect Figure 4 shows how a similar change can also occur on the secondary dimension in a mixed population. For our particular case, compared to the minority effect leading to norm change on the main dimension, agents in the central cluster gather very fast on the secondary dimension (see steps 11 and 14) . As in the previous subsection, some non-HSI agents remain forgotten on the extremes, especially on the main dimension because u s is so large on the secondary dimension that the convergence to the center happens very quickly and does not forget anyone except if the closeness conditions is not respected on the main dimension. Moreover, agains since u s is very large, agents are very close to each other on the secondary dimension before being close on the main. In such situation, HSI agents located at one extreme of the large cluster on the main dimension shift away from agents (HSI or non-HSI) located at the other extreme of this same large cluster, since they do not consider them as members of the same group while feeling close on the secondary dimension (see steps 11 and 14, HSI agents represented by the larger dots). Some HSI agents polarize progressively to the extreme by shifting away from the other HSI agents and the forgotten non-HSI agents located close to the other extreme, while the other agents have gathered to a major cluster with a moderate norm (see step 96).
Then, these HSI and non-HSI agents gather together to create extreme minor clusters (see step 6505). From the point of view of the HSI agents, members of the largest initially central cluster, the members of the minor clusters are considered as close on the secondary dimension while far on the main dimension. The HSI agents of the largest cluster then shift away from them while simultaneously attracting the non-HSI agents of the largest cluster. On the other hand, extreme HSI agents of the minor clusters do the same (see bottom circles on fig. 4 ). This makes the large cluster polarized on the secondary dimension until the minor clusters are no longer considered close while minor clusters do the same. Then, once again, after having an initially moderate norm, the major cluster adopts an extreme norm, but on the secondary dimension. This type of polarization depends on rejection (it does not appear for a similar model with no rejection).
The global properties of the dynamics
This section overviews the stable states reached by the model presented in section 3. We especially want to see which norm is reached and whether it changed during the simulation.
When does the norm change on the main dimension?
In the following, we address our research question by looking on the main dimension and the secondary dimension in turn. We draw maps of the average absolute opinion at the end of the simulation for various u m and various u s on the main and on the secondary dimension. As explained in subsection 3.3, interpretation of the degree of gray depends on the number of clusters at the end of the simulation. Two areas should be distinguished: u m > 0.5 giving more than one cluster on the left of the map; and u m < 0.55 giving one major cluster on the right of the map. Perfect moderation of the final opinions is indicated in white on the right but mid-grey on the left. For both sides, all other gray degree show various levels or polarization.
The fig. 5 shows the maps for main dimension. For u m > 0.5 corresponding to only one major cluster, we observed a polarized norm within a particular angle-shape of couples of (u m , u s ) values. The trajectory shown in the Figure 2 occurs in this area which corresponds to a norm change from moderate to extreme. The white area indicates agents that have adopted a moderate norm and then remain unaffected by extreme minor clusters. The angle-shape is due to the speed of convergence which, depending on the value of uncertainty, leaves the agentsat various distances from the center without being influenced by the other converging agents. This was pointed out by [23] in their study of the emergence of minor clusters in a bounded confidence model implemented in an agent-based model. Figure 6 , which is extracted from their work, clearly shows that in the area corresponding to one major centered cluster (on the right of the graph), the location of the minor cluster, not so far from the center at the beginning, strays further away as u increases. Thus, when the minor clusters are closer on one dimension to the HSI agents shifting towards them, they can be influenced quicker by HSI agents and join the moderate central cluster before the HSI agents have attracted the majority of non-HSI agents of the moderate central cluster to the extreme. When the minor clusters are further, they almost cannot be influenced by HSI agents before the moderate major cluster becomes more extreme. This indicates that this dynamics is probably sensitive to the proportion of HSI agents in the population.
On the left part of the figure, for u m < 0.55 corresponding to more than one major cluster, we observed norms that polarized for u m =0.45 and u s from = 0.3 to 0.75 (see the darkest gray of the left part of the figure). This u m value indicates that the stable state has two major clusters. The darker area thus corresponds to a bipolarization of the population. For lower and larger values of u s , the population gathered in two moderate clusters is not sensitive to the minor extreme clusters.
Note that this kind of polarization on the main dimension only occurs when the population is mixed, composed of HSI and non-HSI agents. It does not occur with a simple 2D bounded confidence model, nor with a model like [20] with a population composed only of HSI agents. 
5.2.
When does the norm change occur on the secondary dimension? Figure 7 shows the maps for the secondary dimension. For u m > 0.5 corresponding to only one major cluster, we observed a polarized norm for (a) large u s > 0.9 and (b) small u s < 0.15. The trajectory shown in figure 4 occurs in this area, for a large u s . This is where we observe a norm change: from moderate to extreme. What occur in this area for small u s corresponds to the trajectory shown in the figure 3, which is a very long transitory polarization on the secondary dimension. We have not done a long-enough simulation to observe the final moderate consensus, so the centralization is not yet total at the end of our simulations. The white and light-grey areas indicate a total centralization where agents have adopted a moderate norm and then remain unaffected by extreme minor clusters.
On the left part of the figure, for u m < 0.55 corresponding to more than one major cluster, we observed a polarization of norms when u s is large enough compared to u m (darker areas). Note there is not only a polarization on the left corner (darker areas) but also a centralization (mid-grey area around the diagonal of the left part). The population states in this centralization area is composed of clusters of agents having a similar opinion that is closer to the centered opinion 0 compared to the expected moderate behavior. This expected behavior corresponding to the case of HSI agents having no impact is reached in the transitory area between the darker top triangle and the mid-grey diagonal [see 3.3 for details on how to interpret the average absolute opinion values]. These polarization and centralization dynamics on the secondary dimension, as well as the position of the moderate frontier between the two, can be properly explained. The frontier is defined by u s =2 u m . Indeed, in a pure non-HSI-agent population, cluster localization is exclusively due to the attraction process, as agents gather each other in areas of u s or u m widths. So two clusters, located in two different areas, are distant from two u s or u m (depending on the dimensions we look at). Conversely, when the population contains some HSI agents, the attraction on the secondary dimension is no longer bounded by u s since HSI agents are attracted and attract in return every other agent that is close on the main dimension until they all become members of the same cluster on the secondary dimension too. There is thus a strong tendency to gather in the center of the secondary dimension in a first step. However, in a second step, the rejection by HSI agents of members of other clusters defined by the main dimension pushes away the people from different clusters on the secondary dimension. This is a norm change: from moderate at first, to polarized. However, HSI agents do not need to differ from more than u s to become stable. This is why clusters have a closer equilibrium position in the opinion space on the secondary dimension (distant from u s ) than expected from a more oriented attraction dynamics (distant from 2 u s ). As confirmed by Figure 8 at right, this is affected by h, which partly rules the initial attraction strength against the rejection process.
Overall, for a population containing HSI agents, the frontier between centraliza- Fig. 8 . Dynamic equilibrium state for 5000 agents, um = 0.05 and us = 1.1, for h = 0.7 on the left and for h = 0.05 on the right. A small h (on the right) allows agents to cluster on the secondary dimension even if HSI agents continue moving, whereas for a large h the agents are always moving and unsatisfied (on the right). This clearly shows that the smaller proportion of HSI agents allows non-HSI agents to cluster despite the bounded property of the opinion space. The HSI agents are located on the extrema of the secondary dimension and in the center. Clusters, mainly composed of non-HSI agents are stable even if close on the main dimension. Since HSI agents, a minority, are attracted by their related clusters of non-HSI agents, they remain close to them on the secondary dimension despite their discomfort with also being close on the main dimension with other clusters and/or on the borders of the secondary dimension. They have pushed their own clusters away from the center of the secondary space, but there are too few of HSI agents to make them move continuously.
tion and polarization on the secondary dimension is defined by u s =2u m , regardless of whether the dimension is bounded, because this is the exact value for which the opinion space occupied by the clusters on the main dimension and the second dimension is the same, knowing that the whole space on the main dimension is occupied according to the uniform initial distribution of opinion. For u s <2u m , there is less space occupied on the secondary dimension, which implies a centralization of opinions that are consequently closer to the center than they initially were. For u s >2u m , the clustering process on the secondary dimension requires more space than that occupied on the main dimension. This opinion evolution occurs when the rejection threshold is significantly higher than the attraction threshold. For these values, the rejection process is dominant. The initial attraction on the secondary dimension is weak. Indeed, as the attraction on the main dimension is also weak, many agents stay far from each other. The polarization on this dimension begins before the centralization has really been formed. In this case, people are particularly narrow-minded about what is important for them, and thus form a lot of groups. Moreover, HSI agents want to be very different from agents of other groups on the secondary dimension. They socially self-define by differentiation to others. For a pure population of HSI agents and for very small u m values and very large u s values, agents continue to fluctuate on the secondary dimension without being able to find an opinion allowing them to differentiate from agents of other groups. In the same conditions, for a mixed population with a small enough h, agents do not fluctuate. Figure 8 illustrates these behaviors and shows (see left) that a mixed population tends to cluster. Indeed, on the left, we observe that for low h values, the number of clusters is the same for a bounded opinion space as for an un-bounded opinion space (see on the right of Figure 9 ). Conversely, on the left of figure 9 showing a pure population of HSI agents in a bounded opinion space, for larger h values, the number of clusters decreases to zero since the continuous move on the secondary dimension makes the cluster-counting algorithm inefficient. Fig. 9 . Average absolute opinion on the secondary dimension (bars) and average number of clusters containing more than 2% of the population (line) for various h on x-axis on the left for an bounded opinion space and on the right for an unbounded opinion space (5000 agents um = 0.05 and us =1.1, 10 replicates). Note that polarization level is the same for all h in the bounded space case but sensitive to h in an unbounded opinion space. This finding warrants further investigations, which are not in the scope of this paper.
Note, finally, that the polarizations for u m > 0.5 on the secondary dimension only occur when the population is mixed, composed of HSI and non-HSI agents, at least for u s ≤ 1. It does not occur with a simple 2D bounded confidence model, nor with a model like [20] with a population composed only of HSI agents. The polarization for u m < 0.55 and a large enough u s does not occur with a simple 2D bounded confidence model but does occur with a model like [20] with a population composed only of HSI agents.
What about the two dimensions seen simultaneously?
Overall, from the comparison between the figure 5 and the figure 7 , one can notice the two types of polarization, on the main and on the secondary dimension, do not appear simultaneously. However, the centralization area on the secondary dimension, delimited by u s ≃ 2u m , corresponds to very different behaviors on the main dimension: polarization, centralization or no change. This means that while the cohesion increases on the secondary dimension, all the behaviors are possible on the main dimension.
We would intuitively think that the polarization can be explained by the fact the opinion space is bounded. However, this is not the case, as can be seen in Figure  10 below showing results for an unbounded attitude space, where we see the same polarization areas on both maps. figure) charts the area with a moderate polarization [which in fact can correspond to no change in polarization compared to the initialization, but also to a decrease preceding an increase], white on the right part of the left figure) charts the area of total centralization and darker grey charts the area of polarization [which has decreased and then increased, or not changed].
Conclusions
Here we study how self-involvement can explain a norm change in an agent-based model. We consider a population composed of two different types of agents: highlyself-involved (HSI) agents having a dynamics based on [20] inspired by a particular set of experiments [46] ; non-highly-self-involved agents (non-HSI) with a dynamics based on a 2D bounded confidence model [9] . The dynamics of HSI corresponds to the particular behavior in terms of attitude change of people who are highly selfinvolved in one dimension and consider it as self-defining. From the modelling point of view, it assumes that one dimension is more stable and more important than the other. This more stable dimension, called main dimension, represents the highly self-relevant issue for the agents, and it rules the attitude change on a secondary dimension. If two agents are close on the main dimension (separated by a distance smaller than u m ), then they attract each other on the main dimension and on the secondary dimension, whatever their disagreement on the secondary dimension. If they are far from each other on the main dimension, then proximity on the secondary dimension (at a distance less than u s ) is uncomfortable, and generates rejection on this dimension. Proximity on a dimension is defined by comparing the attitude distance with the agents threshold on this dimension. For non-HSI agents, neither main nor secondary dimension is more important. Then, to be influenced, the non-HSI agent should consider the peer source as close on the two dimensions simultaneously. One might think this latter condition for influence is hard to meet, yet [46] state that participants who do not consider the source as highly self-relevant do not change their opinions, and experiments reported in [30] [29] [31] [35] show that the level of attraction for peers depends on the degree of similarity with them.
As expected, simulations show agents gathering in attitudinal groups. The number of groups is defined by how close they are on the main dimension to the rest of the population. Even a few HSI people are enough to minimize the number of clusters.
The moderate cluster(s) built in the central part (i.e. having a moderate norm) of the opinion space at first can later polarize on main issues for some particular couples of values (u m , u s ) and adopt a (some) more extreme norm(s). This is due to the interaction of these major moderate cluster(s) with some extreme minor clusters. These extreme minor clusters emerge from the dynamics and are only composed of non-HSI agents. When they appear close enough to major clusters, they get absorbed by them, whereas when they are further in the opinion space, but not far enough for moderate HSI agents to see them as not in-group members, they attract the moderate agents without being influenced by them. Indeed, they are more stable, as they are more demanding on the conditions of closeness to be influenced (i.e. closeness on the two attitudinal dimensions is required). The attracted moderate HSI agents are then attracted by the non-HSI agents located both in the center and in the extremes. However, only the interaction with centered agents is symmetrical. Due to the stochasticity of the model, one of the minor extreme clusters finally has more impact on the moderate agents. Then, at this time, extreme non-HSI agents attract moderate HSI agents who, in turn, will attract the moderate non-HSI agents. This is a long process, since moderate non-HSI agents resist by also attracting HSI agents. However, as extreme non-HSI agents cannot be attracted, they finish by winning, and the previous majority of moderate agents becomes more extreme.
A second type of norm change from moderate to extreme appears on the secondary dimension. It occurs when some agents remain forgotten on the extreme of the main dimension -i.e. non-HSI agents, as well as some HSI agents, located far enough from the center on the main dimensionare rejected on the secondary dimension during the convergence to a moderate opinion of the population majority. These extreme agents, both HSI and non-HSI, form extreme minor clusters on the main attitudinal dimension. The norm change of the clusters is due to HSI agents rejecting other HSI agents from other groups and attracting agents of their own groups. This echoes the theories related to groups and identity, especially self-categorization theory [25] [16] [21] arguing that agents look for a compromise between difference and similarity to others at group level. This type of polarization depends on rejection. It is more intuitive, since people are more certain about their fundamental issue than their secondary issue.
The appearance of a long transitory in-group polarization associated with large certainty (i.e. small uncertainty) on secondary issues is also of interest. It also perfectly describes how HSI increases the level of in-population cohesion compared to a population of non-HSI.
Discussion
Our discussion consists mainly in a comparison to other models of attitude, as recommended in [17] . Overall, these first results seem to reconcile different points of view on the possible source of polarization due to minorities: (1) attraction for extreme minority on the main issue, or (2) rejection on the secondary issue.
In contrast with most of the scholarship presented in introduction, the hypotheses of our model do not favor one or the other reason for evolution to polarized norms, but instead integrates both mechanisms and shows that both explanations are compatible and can occur in different contexts.
Indeed, if we focus on the hypothesis that the change of norm is due to an attraction of the majority by a minority, we can compare our work to [7] and [10] and more recently [28] or [19] with a slightly different version of the bounded confidence model (these two versions have been properly compared in [24] ). In our model, as in these works, the evolution to a polarized norm does not depend on rejection, but only on attraction to an extreme minority on the main issue. The result of our experimental design has been also interpreted with the patterns reported by these authors (see the Appendix). One can draw a parallel with the classical increase of u and proportion of extremists in the population explaining the emerging pattern in the bounded confidence with extremists, and the increase of u m , ruling the number of clusters and u s ruling how strong the extremists are. The models differ in the hypothesis explaining the strength of the minor extreme cluster: in the bounded confidence model, the strength of the extremist cluster is directly proportional to its size, whereas in our model this relationship is less direct, because the influence requires conditions on both the attitude dimensions. But the main difference is that extremists are endogenously added at initialization in the bounded confidence model with extremists, whereas they emerge in our model. This emergence makes the impact of u s complex and difficult to disentangle. Note too in Figure 11 in Appendix on the left map that "bipolarization"' in the darkest gray occurs for lower uncertainty values (i.e. u m ) compared to the bounded confidence model with extremists (u).
This suggests that an evolution of the fundamental attitudes defining a norm is not due to the rejection mechanism on these attitudes but more to the low selfinvolvement (i.e. strong uncertainty) of the majority of agents, which makes them easier to influence by the extreme minor groups. In some cases, these minor groups are themselves conversely very resistant to the influence of the moderate majority, which is the condition they need to attract this majority to their extreme attitude. In the bounded confidence model with extremists, this resistance comes from strong certainty, whereas in our model it is due to a higher similarity requirement to trigger influence. In fact, both explanations can be seen as complementary. Both of them are compatible with the attitude strength-related literature which argues that extremity, importance and certainty are key factors in the capacity to resist influence [34] [3] .
Turning to focus on the second possible explanation for evolution of a norm, i.e. willingness to differentiate, we can also compare our model to the classical patterns of the bounded confidence model with extremists. An evolution of the moderate norm to a polarized norm occurs due to rejection on the secondary dimension in our model. We can see in figure 11 in Appendix on the right map that our model is able to produce a "single extreme"' and "bipolarization"', again for lower uncertainty values (u m ) than the bounded confidence model with extremists. It also shows a "polarization"' when there are numerous clusters that, to our knowledge, do not appear in the bounded confidence model with extremists.
Here then, overall, and standing apart from most of the models considering a rejection process presented in [17] , we show in a unique model the various behaviors and explanations related to the emergence of extreme clusters and moderate to polarized norms. Moreover, we show that our conclusions are also valid when the attitude space is not bounded.
However, our results are dependent to a number of assumptions:
• as already stated, the emergence of extreme minority clusters is due to the speed of the converging process (i.e. due to the parameter µ); nothing occurs when the speed of convergence to the center is lower ; • the model assumes a uniform initial opinion distribution. Compared to other distributions, depending on factors such as the standard deviation of a normal initial distribution, it yields a lower or higher number of extremists that might exacerbate the emergence and influence of extreme clusters when these clusters are due to the speed of the attraction process; • the interaction network is complete: every agent can try to interact with any other agent. Regardless of whether this assumption is plausible, it can be expected to have a positive effect on the number of interactions before convergence, and perhaps on the number of agents who remain extremists due of the convergence dynamics; • the most important dimension is the same for every agent, so the dimension for unconditional attraction and rejection is the same for everyone, which makes it quite difficult to expect what would occur if the most important dimension varies from one agent to another; • homogeneous u m and u s thresholds, which might make opinion clusters more stable than they would be if agents had different thresholds;
The next step is to study the sensitivity of our results to these assumptions. groups are moderate enough since they are located at the same distance from each other as expected by the bounded confidence model -number 4 on the map; Fig. 11 . Diagnosis on the main dimension (on the left) and on the secondary dimension (on the right), h 0.1: 0 (or 0.5) means single moderate cluster; 1 means single extreme cluster; 3 means several polarized clusters; 4 means several moderate clusters; 2 means bi-polarization (two polarized clusters). For each map, x-axis plots um increasing from right to the left, and y-axis plots us decreasing from top to the bottom.
The polarization on the main and on the secondary issue does not, at a stable state, seem able to occur simultaneously in most cases. However, a long transitory polarization on the two dimensions is definitely possible for u m and u s values in the bottom right corner.
Moreover, the map does not show the state recently pointed out by [28] in which non-extremist agents continue to fluctuate without being able to find a stable attitude due to a very large uncertainty and their attraction for the extremists agents. This is because it does not appear with h 0.1, but we know from [20] that when h is larger, in fact 1 in this paper, this kind of state also appears. However, it differs in the way it can be explained from the dynamics, since it is not only associated to the uncertainty value but also to the rejection process.
